TRACK TIMBER NEEDED

MASS MEETING ON JANUARY 3 WILL START PRACTICE

Much New Material Wanted to Develop Team by Spring

CRIMSON RELAY MEET COMES ON JANUARY 11

Suzie with two mass meetings of the track circles is to hold on Jan. 3, the promoters of the board of yet off as a flying start next term in preparation for an exceptionally busy schedule. Every treble is expected to report at one of the two meetings. The meeting each and every will cash. The men will be given an outline of what will be expected in the way of trials, and will have the neces-

sary regulations of training explained. Coach Conner has a heavy job ahead of him this winter in the matter of getting men to replace those of last year lost. He will try to replace the mile relay—what has always been one of Technology's strong points in track or field—there is only one regular name out on hand.

Relays Need Men

Gene Badgerman was the only man to make the heavy relay team from the results of the first half 

of the season. From the reports and the beginning of practice trials of the men of the relay team, it will be

found that there is no one who has a chance to equal Badgerman.

Hence, the men who have wintered abroad or in the West will have to work out and show a

great improvement on their results of last year. If the men who have wintered do not show a
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